Inspire writers to use their imaginations for storytelling.

Create a digital story in the style of a cartoon or animated comic strip using Google Slides or PowerPoint.
The bank in TechnoVille has just been robbed!

Mu-ha-ha-ha that was so easy! They will never catch me.

Arff. Never fear! Super Dog is on the case. My super sniffer thinks he went that-a-way!

Use text boxes to describe the story events.

Use callouts to express what characters are saying or thinking.

Animate the slide objects to sequence events and enhance storytelling.
It is Barry the Burglar - a known crook! The chase is on!

Oh No! I think Super Dog is on to me!!

Arff! I am getting close. My super sniffer will find him.

Insert a slide background that provides a fitting backdrop for a scene.

Include transitions between slides to divide the story action.
Dagnabit, foiled again!
I will escape you next time Super Dog!

Arff!
Crime does not pay!

Emphasize the story action using starbursts or word art.

Learn how to format shapes and images to create scenes.

Super Dog with his super sniffer saves the day!